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Summary 
 
Hans Ehrenstrale, co-author of “Raoul Wallenberg – Report of the Swedish-Russian Commission” (Sju 
dagar i oktober 1947), talks about reactions to his and his wife Britt (also called Lilian) Ehrenstrale's 
book about their travel to southern Poland in 1947, where Britt believes a badly wounded Partisan 
prisoner was Raoul Wallenberg, who she recognized because they had met in Stockholm in 1936. 
Ehrenstrale talks about a 1989 newspaper article by Gitta Sereny, where she says a source in the 
Wallenberg Committee had information that Raoul Wallenberg was alive in the Soviet Union in May 
1989; writing a response to it in the newspaper Dagens Nyheter, demanding the Swedish government 
send an envoy to the Soviet Union to investigate; about writing a letter to the Swedish Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs asking to see secret documents regarding communication between the Swedish 
ambassador to Poland Claes Westring and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs regarding the Ehrenstrale 
couple's visit to Poland in 1947; in that letter also asking if a priest asked Ambassador Westring in 
Warsaw for help to contact Britt Ehrenstrale; and asking if there was a US report about a missing 
leather bag; the Ministry of Foreign Affairs responding they could not hand out secret documents due 
to privacy concerns; saying his wife and Wallenberg met in social circles in Stockholm in 1936; 
describing a birthmark on Wallenberg's neck which could help identify him; mentioning two private 
investigations into Wallenberg, one in London, the other on the Canary Islands, Spain; how in 1947, 
the Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs did not investigate reports that Wallenberg was kept in a 
monastery outside Lvov; how the Ehrenstrale couple were discouraged from contacting US authorities; 
were accused of doing the KGB's errands; how the Scotland Yard examined a leather partisan bag with 
the initials NR or WR, but found the blood stains too old and fingerprints smudged; how this bag had 
been in the posession of the Ehrenstrale couple for many years. 
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